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8th Annual Vancouver Spring Show brought the house 
down with its original production. 
 
When East meets West, Contemporary meets Traditional. 
 
2017 bears great significance for Canadians as this is the year where we celebrate the 150th birthday of 
Canada! As a commemoration, top artists and performers from China, Canada and other countries have 
put forth their collective talents in the 8th annual Vancouver Spring Show. 
 
Since 2010, Vancouver Spring Show successfully captured the attention of local media and 
community thanks to its high-impact, inspirational, and stunning performances. It has become a 
highly recognized event in local Chinese based community.  Every year, Vancouver Spring Show 
sets a new height for its original, artistry, multi-cultural, and large-scale production. 
 
Artists from Canada and China created a night of art and culture to celebrate the season of 
spring, a season of creation and vitality. This event produced by the team members of the 
Beijing Olympic Games opening ceremony and Vancouver’s talented production team. On 
November 30 2016, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 
formally adopted a resolution to China to declare the "24 solar terms” to be included in the 
UNESCO List of representative works on the intangible cultural heritage of mankind. The 8th 
Annual Vancouver Spring Show is bringing audience an incredible show using transitional 24 
solar terms as the concept of the event.. 

 
Also inspired by other Chinese cultures, poetry, costumes, the Flying Art of Dunhuang, and              
other intangible cultural heritage; Vancouver Spring show presented an highly original and            
visually stunning production with various performance, such as Chinese opera, indigenous           
instruments performance, modern dance, folk dance, musicals..., certainly brought audience an           
unforgettable evening. 
 
Vancouver Spring Show gathered more than 20 top directors, designers, theatre production experts and 
professional performers to work together and collaborated each one’s talented and diversity. This 
original production of artistry combining wide range of literary forms, world music, 
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cross-border artists, cultural costumes, multi-media stage design to transfer Queen Elizabeth 
Theatre into a dream-like stage, a stage of spring . 
 
8th Annual Vancouver Spring Show continuously gains supports from BC government and City of              
Vancouver, as well as China Consulate. Furthermore, there are letters and video from various              
governors to show support for the event, such as Canada Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, Consul               
general Liu Fei, MP Jody Wilson-Raybould, Defence Minister Harjit Sajjan, MP Alice Wong, MP             
Joyce Murray, MP Jenny Kwan, MP Dianne Watts, BC Prime Minister Christy Clark, MLA Linda               
Reid, MLA Suzanne Anton, MLA Teresa Wat, MLA John Yap, MLA Sam Sullivan, Vancouver              
Mayor Gregor Robertson, Surrey Mayor Linda Hepner, Richmond Mayor Malcolm Brodie, and           
Coquitlam Mayor Richard Stewart. 
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